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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN  

Austraffic Worldwide Learning Opportunities 

A generous sponsorship from Austraffic has enabled ITEANZ to offer 

financial support for young members to attend worldwide conferences, 

meetings or other professional events which would allow them to interact 

with and learn from other professionals. The aim is to contribute to their 

personal and professional development.  

For example, we would support attendance at ITE Annual Meetings in the US, IPENZ 

Conferences in NZ or Australian interstate events.  

Thanks go to John Reid for having this idea and for giving us the opportunity to help 

young people learn and grow. 

Further details can be found here. 

Pedestrians or Passengers  

I recently read a full page feature in the Age that was reworking the old “Trolley Problem”. It generally goes like 

this in its modern version. A driverless car is zooming along a road and there are pedestrians on one side 

(preferably children or elderly) and a brick wall (or preferably a cliff) on the other side. Either the brakes fail or 

the kids run out on the street. What does the robot do? Run into the kids and kill them or take you over the cliff? 

It annoys me that so much time and space is still being given to such a trivial issue. I wish these people would 

give the same concern for human ethics as they do for future robot ethics. There are many humans who are 

behaving unethically constantly – that is why around a thousand people die on Australia’s roads each year. 

Whenever this trolley problem comes up I first ask people: “How many of you have been faced with this same 

dilemma?” I don’t even get to ask the next question “How did you react?” because of the laughter. 

This ethical dilemma is unrealistic and extremely rare. There are far more important issues like, how should 

autonomous technology be introduced, slowly or in toto when fully developed and tested. 

My answer to the Trolley Problem (google it if you want some history) is that robots will drive cars even better 

than the safest human drivers. Safe drivers do not speed past children who are playing in the street nor do they 

speed along the edge of cliffs. They choose their speed for the conditions and at a level which would enable 

them to stop in time or avoid a problem.  

Autonomous vehicles will have better senses than humans and will outperform humans in terms of safety. The 

road toll will drop significantly and if a robot occasionally is unable to avoid a crash that will be a rare occurrence 

and an acceptable risk. 

If anyone thinks they can define a real ethical dilemma for autonomous vehicles, I’d love to hear from you. 

Nick Szwed, ITEANZ President, President@ite.org.au 

http://www.ite.org.au/worldwide-learning-opportunities/
https://austraffic.com.au/
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ITE COMMUNITY 

New South Wales 

Central Walk to revitalise an icon 

A new underground concourse at Central Station will better connect passengers to trains, buses, light rail and the 

new Sydney Metro, becoming the first step in revitalising the 110 year old heritage icon. More than 250,000 

people currently use Central Station every day, with that number expected to rise to 450,000 in the next two 

decades. 

On 22 March, Premier Gladys Berejiklian and Transport and Infrastructure Minister Andrew Constance 

announced ‘Central Walk’ will be built as a wide, accessible and modern pedestrian link from the eastern side of 

Central Station. It will link the new light rail stop to the new Sydney Metro platforms with direct access to 

existing suburban platforms. 

The main features of Central Walk include: 

 A 19-metre wide tunnel from Chalmers Street, linking to new metro platforms under Central 

 New, easy access points to Sydney Trains platforms 16 to 23 

 Escalators directly to suburban platforms for the first time 

 Boosting capacity at Central to cater for the expected 66 per cent increase in daily customer demand.  

Find out more here. 

CBD and South East Light Rail Light Rail stops unveiled 

On 12 April, the New South Wales Minister for Transport and 

Infrastructure, Andrew Constance, unveiled a full-scale 

prototype for the Sydney CBD and South East Light Rail (CSELR) 

stops, in Moore Park Sydney. 

“We’ve had specialist architects design each stop along the 

route and we can see today, that along with our vehicles, when 

light rail is operating in 2019, Sydney will be a world-class 

leader when it comes to seamlessly integrating public transport 

into our urban environment.” Mr Constance said. 

The light rail stops will each feature bronze canopies to provide 

protection from the elements, seating, integrated and convenient 

ticketing and electronic systems and will be crafted from materials 

that reflect Sydney’s civic tradition. 

The first stop is expected to be built on Alison Road in Randwick over 

the coming months.  

Find out more here. 

Sahan Wijayaratna 

 

 

https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/newsroom/media-releases/central-walk-revitalise-icon
https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/newsroom/media-releases/glimpse-future-light-rail-stops-unveiled
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Victoria 

Road Safety 

The Victorian road toll in 2016 was 291. This is up 39 on 2015. This trend is consistent over Australia’s biggest 

States, and is of major concern. Below is an analysis of 2015 vs 2016 fatalities on Australian roads: 

 

 

Victoria’s Road Safety Strategy – Towards Zero sets down an ambitious plan to change this trend, and is based on 
the Safe System approach.  

Plan Melbourne Refresh 

The Victorian Government has released the Plan Melbourne refresh. Plan Melbourne is a metropolitan planning 

strategy that defines the future shape of Melbourne over the next 35 years. 

Integrating long-term land use, infrastructure and transport planning, Plan Melbourne sets out the strategy for 

supporting jobs and growth, while building on Melbourne's legacy of distinctiveness, liveability and sustainability. 

The plan includes: 

 principles to guide policies and actions 

 7 outcomes to strive for in creating a competitive, liveable and sustainable city 

 32 directions outlining how these outcomes will be achieved 

 90 policies detailing how these directions will be turned into action 

In addition, a separate 5-year Implementation Plan with 112 actions has been developed. 

 

 

https://www.towardszero.vic.gov.au/what-is-towards-zero/road-safety-action-plan
http://www.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/the-plan
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Western Distributor 

Planning work continues to progress on the Western Distributor Project, a $5.5 billion transport project that will 

streamline traffic from Geelong to Pakenham. It is made up of three interrelated major projects: The Monash 

Freeway Upgrade, Webb Dock Access, and the Western Distributor. 

The Western Distributor will provide a vital second river crossing, a much-needed alternative to the West Gate 

Bridge, reduce travel times from the west by 20 minutes, get rid of 6000 trucks off local streets and deliver an 

$11 billion boost to Victoria's economy. 

Monash Freeway Upgrade 

The Monash Freeway Upgrade continues to forge ahead. It will provide additional lanes from EastLink to Clyde 

Road, and smart technologies increasing capacity and improving traffic flow. 

Melbourne Metro 

Contractor works have now started on the Metro Tunnel Early Works contract. City Square closed to the public 

mid-April, with hoardings now installed around the site. Meanwhile, piling rigs are getting to work in the CBD 

North precinct as part of preparations to excavate the 11 storey deep shaft at Franklin Street. 

CityLink Tulla widening 

Construction of the CityLink Tulla widening is progressing well and is expected to run until late 2018. Works are 

progressing at English Street, Pascoe Vale Road, Bulla Road, Dynon Road, Melrose Drive, Sunbury Road, 

Footscray Road and the Calder Freeway ramp.  

High Capacity Metro Trains Project 

The Victorian Government is investing in 65 next-generation 

high capacity trains for the metropolitan network. 

These high capacity metro trains will be able to carry around 

20 per cent more passengers than existing trains and will be 

equipped with the latest technology. High capacity metro 

trains will progressively enter service from mid-2019, 

operating first on the Cranbourne-Pakenham lines, and will 

eventually run through the new Metro Tunnel to Sunbury. 

Kenn Beer 

Tasmania 

Big Bucks for a Bus! 

A contract has now been awarded for the supply of 100 new buses for Metro Tasmania, the largest single 

investment in public transport in Tasmanian history!  

The Tasmanian government continues to keep its word with its ‘Buy Local’ policy with the contract awarded to 

Wynyard firm Southern Prospect, bringing with it the creation of 40 new full-time jobs.  

The buses will begin to be rolled out 2018. Find out more here. 

Aaron Hargraves 

http://www.themercury.com.au/news/politics/contract-to-supply-100-news-buses-for-metro-tasmania-awarded-to-wynyard-firm-southern-prospect/news-story/d5afe0b3be1b828e5db59896089206d6
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SA, WA, NT, ACT, QLD 

We are looking for correspondents from other jurisdictions to let everyone know what is happening. If you can 

help out please contact us via the contact details at the bottom of this newsletter. 

 

New Zealand 

The Australia New Zealand Section Executive was pleased to be 

offered (and to accept) the opportunity to sponsor an award at the 

recent Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ) 

Transportation Group 2017 Conference held in Hamilton last 

month.  With our current emphasis on the growth and 

development of our younger ITE members (both here in ANZ and 

across the global district) we were very pleased to sponsor the 

Student Paper.  

The winner of the Best Student Paper was Anika Bushra who recently completed her studies at the University of 

Auckland and is now entering into the transport engineering consultancy world. Her paper was entitled “The 

effect of specimen preparation on the mechanical properties of open graded porous asphalt”.  

On the wider transport project front (and as many of you will recall from previous ITEANZ newsletters) the 

opening of the Waterview Tunnel in Auckland – the one that ‘Alice’ the tunnel boring machine helped to create is 

due to open in next month or so.  

If any Australian-based ITEANZ members ever find themselves on the eastern side of the Tasman please take the 

opportunity to connect with fellow ITE members.  I would be more than happy to put you in touch with 

colleagues here feel free to send me an email at any stage don.mckenzie@tdg.co.nz 

Don McKenzie 

 

ITE Global District 

I am pleased to be writing this update from the Global District to all of you within the Australia New Zealand 

Section as I make my way from NZ across the Pacific to Frisco in Texas, where the Texas District and the 

International Board of ITE will meet over coming days. My travels remind me that the ITE Global District reaches 

far and wide cross the world, and that one of the major benefits that ITE offers (compared to many other 

national organisations) is the extensive network of friends and colleagues across the world.  This network is not 

only an information source for that burning technical question about a traffic or transport topic, but also a 

helpful voice who can help you with local advice about possible travels or visits to any number of cities or towns 

around the world. Make the most of this. 

We are the truly Global District! 

I am particularly pleased to continue to emphasise the five strategic initiatives that Jeff Paniati (ITE CEO) outlined 

in January. To me these initiatives spell out and reinforces the roles that transportation professionals play right 

around the globe – not just facilitating the movement of vehicles but assisting in the creation of safe, walkable, 

cycleable and above all liveable communities be they densely populated cities or rural towns and settlements. 

Naturally and as would be expected for a professional organisation such as ITE, there is debate around how these 

initiatives will play out in each country, city, town, locality but the key thing is that debate goes on and we help 

each of our communities achieve these objectives: 

mailto:don.mckenzie@tdg.co.nz
mailto:don.mckenzie@tdg.co.nz
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 Vision Zero  

 Automated and Connected Vehicles 

 Smart Communities  

 Transportation and Health 

 Trip Generation 

You will have seen in the recent ITE Spotlite newsletter and ITE Journal various articles that these areas have 

been the focus of both ITE staff activity as well as ITE member. I am currently involved with a group of younger 

ITE members enrolled in the Leadership ITE programme exploring the role that ITE can and should be playing 

within the transport and health area.  It is especially encouraging that our younger ITE members are taking a lead 

in this area and will potentially be helping to set the international (global?) agenda in this regard.  Keep an eye 

out for ITE’s next round of publications to hear what is being considered.  If any of our Australia New Zealand 

members have a particular expertise or interest in this area, please let me know and I would be pleased to put 

you in touch with the Leadership ITE group or others at ITE Headquarters developing this agenda. 

As you might hear in other parts of this newsletter, I am pleased to record the significant and notable 

contribution that industry supporters and sponsors such as AusTraffic are going to play in the Section over 

coming years.  Their specific desire to support our younger members as well as to grow the connection between 

the ANZ Section and the global ITE community is to be supported. Thank you AusTraffic! Watch out for more … 

Postscript after return from the International Board Meeting 

 The Board and Headquarters staff are all actively working on continuously growing the membership of 

the Institute, as well as specific attention being paid to those ITE members who have not renewed their 

membership.  In this regard if you know of any fellow ITE members who might not have renewed, take a 

moment to speak to them and encourage them to get back on-board.  Take a moment to remind them 

of the great work that ITE is currently undertaking especially in those five key areas in the bullet points 

above.   

 Great efforts are underway leading towards the ITE Annual Meeting being 

held in Toronto between 30 July and 1 August (see 

http://www.ite.org/annualmeeting/). There will be a great 

Kannuck/Canadian flavour for the meeting with the traditional Street 

Hockey game on one evening, but also something of an emerging 

traditional with the MITEY Race social event modelled on the hit US 

television series “The Amazing Race” in which teams of two people raced 

around the world in competition with other teams.  In our ITE version of 

this program, teams follow clues to “Pit Stops” where they must complete challenging but fun tasks.  It 

would be great to see some ITEANZ member teams (including both ITE members and their families) 

joining the MITEY Race in Toronto. 

 The Board is also working closely with a number of its members (and non-ITE members) towards a 

safety certification/accreditation scheme – this will effectively align with and complement the current 

PTOE (Professional Traffic Operations Engineer) and PTP (Professional Transportation Planner) 

certifications.   

As always I am just a few clicks of the mouse or an email away - please get in touch with me 

(don.mckenzie@tdg.co.nz) if there is something I can do for you, on any issue of interest to you and if I can 

elevate this to consideration by the International Board I would be happy to do so. 

Don McKenzie, ITE Global District Representative 

http://www.ite.org/annualmeeting/
mailto:don.mckenzie@tdg.co.nz
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Federal Government’s Role in Transport 

Date:     Monday, 15 May 2017 

Time:   4:15 pm – 5:30 pm 

Venue: RMIT University, Room 2, Level 7, Building 12, 402 Swanston St, Melbourne 

Registrations: Click here 

 The Hon Anthony Albanese MP, Shadow Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and 

Regional Development will talk about the role of Federal Government in facilitating the 

infrastructure and transport needs of rapidly growing Melbourne. He will also discuss 

regional development. 

Further details can be found on the event flyer. 

 

RECENT EVENTS 

2017 Annual Breakfast Meeting 

The ITEANZ 2017 Annual Breakfast Meeting was held on 28 February 2017 at the RACV Club in Melbourne.  The 

event was hosted jointly by ITEANZ and Transport Australia society. 

The special guest speaker was the Hon Richard Wynne MP, Victorian Minister for Planning. 

 In addition to the Minister’s address, we were pleased to announce the three winners of ITEANZ awards who 

include: 

 Professor Mary Sheehan, Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Health, CARRS-Queensland, awarded the ITEANZ 

Contribution to the Profession Award 

 Kasun Wijayaratna, University of New South Wales, awarded the SIDRA SOLUTIONS Postgraduate 

Award 

 Navreet Virdi, University of New South Wales, awarded the GHD Undergraduate Student Award. 

Two additional awards were given out at the 2017 Annual Breakfast Meeting, including: 

 Sara Moridpour, awarded the ITE Global District Rising Star Award 

 Andrew O’Brien, awarded a special commendation for his 40 years of contribution to the ITE. 

 

Our event partner for this flagship event was the RACV.  

https://www.trybooking.com/book/event?eid=278127
http://www.ite.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Flyer-v3.pdf
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Kasun Wijayaratna 

 
Mary Sheehan 

 
Navreet Virdi 

 

 

 

 
Andrew O’Brien 

 
The audience 

 
Sarah Moridpour 

 

 

  

Andrew O’Brien 
 

John Reid, Richard Wynne, Brian Negus, Nick Szwed 
 

The Hon Richard Wayne 

February 2017: Building the Safe System 

A very interesting seminar was held at the VicRoads Theatrette on Monday 27 February 2017. 

The special guest speaker was Professor Mary Sheehan – Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Health, CARRS-

Queensland.  Mary has made a major contribution to public health through her research into the causes and 

prevention of road accidents in Australia.  She has raised the level of debate in these areas through the 

development of community awareness programs. 
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Mary spoke about “Building the Safe System”.  She discussed how the safe system developed and how it is 

interpreted slightly differently in different parts of the world.  She gave the perspective from regional and 

remote areas, and emphasised the important role of the Australasian College of Road Safety (ACRS). 

The seminar was introduced by ITEANZ President, Nick Szwed, and was closed by VicRoads CEO, John 

Merritt.  VicRoads kindly hosted the session. 

   
Professor Mary Sheehan John Merritt – VicRoads CEO Nick Szwed – ITEANZ President 

 

ITEANZ EXECUTIVE BOARD CHANGES 

ITEANZ have been recruiting and are excited to announce the addition of two new Board Members! 

 Kasun Wijayaratna  

 Marianne Richards 

Andrew O’Brien 

ITEANZ is also losing an Executive Board Member. After 40 years of Service to the ITE, Andrew O’Brien has 

decided it is time to hang up the boots. We cannot begin to thank Andrew enough for his service to the 

organisation over this time (which in fact spans almost two life times for some of our younger members!) 

Andrew joined the ITE Executive in 1978.  

Andrew soon became involved with a number of ITE technical/standards committees in the US which develop 

policy and practice. From 1990, almost every year he attended the mid-year Conference in the US and the 

Annual ITE Meeting.  He soon built up a large network of contacts in the US.  His NZ work originated from a 

meeting with Roger Dunn and one of his colleagues at the 1993 Annual Meeting in The Hague.   

His contribution in the professional debate internationally has been critical on design/operation of roundabouts, 

metering, infrastructure safety, etc.  He's brought areas of practice where Australia is/was world best to 

practitioners and agencies in North America and more widely.  He was and still is a member of a number of ITE 

technical/standards committees which formed policy and practice on these and other areas. 

In 1985, he and Emmerson Richardson authored an Annual Meeting paper on roundabouts – the first published 

by ITE.  He was subsequently engaged on the design of the first ‘modern roundabout’ in the US at Long Beach.  

He became an ‘invited international member’ of the TRB’s Roundabout Task Force, and then the Roundabout 

Committee in the mid-2000’s. 

Andrew was elected President of ITEANZ 1987-88 and continued to raise the profile of the Australian & New 

Zealand (ANZ) Section both nationally and internationally.  He was elected as the District 8 director on the 
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International Board of Direction for a 3-year term in 1996.  The electorate was about 90 countries outside of the 

US and Canada. His wife, Trish, was not overly impressed with the electioneering phone bill during those years.   

Moreover, he won a great deal of respect for encouraging the ITE to take a truly global perspective beyond North 

America.  He had considerable influence as a change agent in this regard.  Andrew played a major role in 

convincing ITE to come to the other side of the world for the ITE Annual Meeting and Exhibit in 2005. It was a 

long campaign which started in the 1980s. This was and still is, the only time this meeting has been held outside 

of North America. A lot of effort went into attracting and in some cases, sponsoring international experts to 

Australia for professional forums.  A number of policy manuals and the ITE Journal started to acknowledge 

practice and news beyond North America. 

He had an impact administratively also, building the District profile, introducing lower cost / more relevant 

memberships and better connecting our section to ITE HQ.  The results of this were epitomised in the ITE Study 

Tour of ANZ of two years ago. Andrew gradually became the elder who looked after ITEANZ. He has been a 

wonderful mentor and role model to many people in ITE. 

In 2005 he received the Award for Outstanding Service to ITEANZ. 

In 2007 he was made an Honorary Member of the ITE. 

Andrew not only contributed personally, but often committed his business and personnel to the ITE cause. Many, 

if not the majority of his staff have been directly involved in ITE matters and Board membership as well as in 

other supportive roles. Many of his staff attended ITE meetings in the US.  

For a small business this is a pretty big financial commitment, though Andrew would probably say that the 

business and staff benefitted from that investment. 

Andrew is one of the key reasons why the ITEANZ has managed to survive over the years. ITEANZ is a relatively 

small organisation in ANZ (compared to EA or AITPM) and relies totally on volunteers giving their time and 

resources. These resources fluctuate and 15 years ago reached a rather low ebb. Andrew threw more of his own 

resources (including his own son and daughter-in-law who worked for him). Then he looked about for new 

recruits and cleverly found a recent retiree who had time to spare and ITEANZ has now made a resurgence.  

To sum up, Andrew joined in 1976 and became very active and threw himself and later his firm’s resources into 

making ITEANZ very successful. He became involved both locally and internationally. 

He is very highly respected widely both professionally and personally within the ITE family and the traffic and 

transport arena in general. 

Ted Barton who, along with Bert Beukers (Netherlands) are the only other Honorary ITE Members outside North 

America said “In my opinion his contribution is absolutely unmatched by anyone prior to or since his term as a 

Board Member/President of the ANZ Section”. 

Nick Szwed  
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AUSTRAFFIC SPONSORSHIP 

Worldwide Learning Opportunities 

About fifteen years ago, a colleague of mine pointed out a line from Banjo Paterson’s famous poem ‘Clancy of 

the Overflow’, that gave me reason to reflect on the important things that helped my own career and how we 

must foster the development of others in our profession, especially the younger generation. As the narrator in 

the poem sits in his city office thinking of Clancy out in the bush surrounded by the grandeur of the natural 

environment and with time to think; he laments that: 

For townsfolk have no time to grow, they have no time to waste. 

Having spent 34 years in the transport data collection business I am very proud that Austraffic is supporting the 

Worldwide Learning Opportunities of ITEANZ which will give young transport engineers time and opportunity for 

personal and professional development. 

Recently there has been a trend to believe that people are born with certain abilities and that a management’s 

role is to pick those people at an early age and expect them to be accurate and productive from day one. This 

fails to encourage those who will have untapped value and it confines those with an existing talent to just 

repeating what they can do. 

Worldwide Learning Opportunities is much more than just helping them understand what the more senior 

professionals already think and do. Young professionals have grown up in a different time and environment and 

in the midst of a new wave of technological development. Like everyone, they have their own perspectives that 

need to be nurtured so that they will ultimately provide their own unique insights into the problems we face and 

the solutions that can be envisaged and implemented. 

It not just technology. It is fostering interaction with others that helps us all understand the needs and wants of 

the communities we serve. 

Nor is this just a one-off “education” lesson but part of a never-ending process. I can attest to the value of 

continuing learning in my own experiences. Joe Wolfe, an Australian physicist turned comic poet, wrote a 

parody/homage to the classic Paterson poem. As the narrator sits at his desk trying to answer all his emails he 

laments: 

But the looming deadlines haunt me And their harrying senders taunt me that they need response this evening 

For tomorrow is too late! But their texts, too quickly ended, Often can't be comprehended for their writers have 

no time to think – They have no time to wait. 

Austraffic is proud to be able to help facilitate a process that gives some of our young engineers the time and 

opportunity to think. 

John Reid 

Managing Director 

Austraffic  

 

 

https://austraffic.com.au/
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ROAD TRAUMA SUPPORT SERVICES VICTORIA 

Road Trauma Support Services Victoria is a not for profit organisation. We 

provide free information, counselling and support to people involved in a 

road crash. Our counsellors are experts in their field and support over 3,000 

Victorians each year including family, friends, drivers, work colleagues and 

witnesses. We also run road safety programs across the state. 

Shine a Light on Road Safety is our major community engagement campaign. So many people impacted by road 

trauma don’t know about us and hopefully by having this campaign we can reach out to them. 

Shine a Light on Road Safety is held during the UN Global Road Safety Week and has three main parts: 

 Headlights: On Friday 12 May 2017 motorists are being asked to turn on their headlights for road safety 

 Illuminations: From Monday 8 to Friday 12 May 2017 key Australian landmarks, including Parliament 

House in Melbourne, will be illuminated in yellow for road safety 

 Walk: On Sunday 7 May 2017 we’ll walk together at Albert Park Lake and during the week there are 

other events around the state to bring people together for road safety 

All the key Victorian road safety partners are involved. Last year we were fortunate to have Premier Daniel 

Andrews attended our walk (see website at the link above for highlights).  

AUTHORISED WITNESS LIST REVIEW – APEA 

As a professional engineer, why can't you witness statutory declarations?  

Despite your years of study, years of experience and unwavering integrity, you're most likely not considered 

eligible as an authorised witnesses.  

Right now we have a real opportunity to change this anomaly, and you can help increase our chances. The 

Commonwealth Attorney-General is currently reviewing the existing list of authorised witnesses, and APEA has 

been asked to make a submission.  

In our submission, we're calling for Professional Engineers to be included in the renewed list.  

And we’re calling on you to endorse our submission.  

All endorsements will confidentially be included with our submission, to show that there is wide-spread support 

for the inclusion.  

We believe Professional Engineers are under-recognised. By achieving this simple change, we’re helping take at 

least one small step forward in re-building recognition and respect for Professional Engineers. As a member of 

ITE, you join a dynamic 

Chris Walton 

CEO 

Association of Professional Engineers Australia (APEA) 

 

https://www.rtssv.org.au/
http://www.professionalengineers.org.au/shouldnt-able-witness-documents/?_zs=sn4wk&_zl=c8V71
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VICROADS / SAFE SYSTEM SOLUTIONS PTY LTD TRAINING 

VicRoads in partnership with Safe System Solutions Pty Ltd is offering a variety of specialist training courses 

around Victoria during 2017. The training being offered is available to anyone in the road industry including 

consultants, contractors, state government and local council staff. The training sessions provide an opportunity 

for everyone to step up their commitment to road safety.  

The technical training courses being offered are: 

 Road Safety Barriers I – Fundamentals 

 Road Safety Barriers II – Applications 

 Signs and Lines 

 Safe System Principles and Safe System Assessments 

 Safe System Applications 

 8 to 80 (dealing with vulnerable road users)  

These courses will be run at VicRoads offices in metropolitan Melbourne (Kew, Burwood, Sunshine) and regional 

areas (Geelong, Benalla, Bendigo, Ballarat, Traralgon). 

If you are interested in any of these courses, please see the attached Road Safety Barrier course flyer, Technical 

Training and Road Safety Training brochures. 

For any further enquiries please contact Kenn Beer on (03) 9381 2222. 

 

 

  

http://nebula.wsimg.com/f1dc86b049a6df424c3b28cb5f269b2a?AccessKeyId=DF984ECBF5776E2812F6&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/f1dc86b049a6df424c3b28cb5f269b2a?AccessKeyId=DF984ECBF5776E2812F6&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/5885e25732f60a05203f1f6d0263ef72?AccessKeyId=DF984ECBF5776E2812F6&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/5885e25732f60a05203f1f6d0263ef72?AccessKeyId=DF984ECBF5776E2812F6&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/5885e25732f60a05203f1f6d0263ef72?AccessKeyId=DF984ECBF5776E2812F6&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/5885e25732f60a05203f1f6d0263ef72?AccessKeyId=DF984ECBF5776E2812F6&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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MEMBERSHIP 

As a member of ITE, you join a dynamic, interactive group of more than 17,000 transportation professionals 

spanning more than 90 countries dedicated to solving today’s transport challenges. Join ITE to increase your 

professional marketability and stand out from the crowd. ITE provides a wealth of resources for the transport 

professional. 

Did you know that individual membership with ITE costs only US$220 a year? For students, membership is free in 

the first year and then only $30 per year! Young Members up to age of 30 now also receive reduced dues. We 

would like to have more young people on our ITEANZ management committee so why not join the ITE and then 

consider coming onto the committee! Further details of dues for young professionals can be found at this 

webpage - Young Professionals. 

The general rule for ITE membership is as follows. To be eligible for admission or transfer to the grade of 

Member, an applicant: 

1. Shall be a graduate from a transportation related program at a school of recognized standing and in the 

active practice of transportation or traffic work; or shall have had: 

2. If not a graduate from a transportation related program at a school of recognized standing shall have 

five years of professional experience and shall be in transportation or traffic engineering work. 

You can join up directly online through this webpage - ITE Membership. 

ITEANZ NEWSLETTER 

If you would like to contribute something of interest to transport professionals in a future newsletter, please 

send it to us at the contact details below. 

If you do not wish to receive future newsletters, send an email with the subject “Unsubscribe Newsletter” to the 

email address below: 

Registered Office: ITE Australia & New Zealand Inc 
PO Box 3016 
Auburn, Victoria, 3123 

ITEANZ Secretary: David Nash 

Telephone: 0400 395 132 

Email: secretary@ite.org.au 

Website www.ite.org.au 

Newsletter editor Aaron Hargraves 

 

http://www.ite.org/membership/youngmember.asp
http://ecommerce.ite.org/IMIS/iCommerce/Join_ITE_Today_/Individual_Professional_Membership/iCommerce/Join/Member_Join.aspx
http://www.ite.org.au/
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President’s Report 

To the ITEANZ AGM on 28 February 2017 

 

Last year was another great year for ITEANZ. 

The Team 

 

If you’d like to know a little more about these people who are working for you go to: 

http://ite.org.au/exec_board . 

 

I’d like to particularly thank three people: 

 David Nash for the work he does as Secretary and for his oversight of our website, 

 John Smelt for his management of our finances, and 

 Don McKenzie for his work as NZ representative and District 8 Director. Don has done an 
outstanding job in encouraging our brethren in Nth American to think more globally. He has 
also facilitated a couple of online video meetings between the Board and people over there. 

  

President: Nick Szwed  

Vice President: Tim Absalom 

Treasurer: John Smelt 

Secretary: 

Assistant Secretary: 

David Nash 

Shelley Cao 

Seminar Coordinators: Kenn Beer, Sam Linke 

New Zealand Representative & District 8 Director: Don Mc Kenzie 

Academia & Student Representative: Richard Tay 

Membership Co-ordinator & Local Government 

Representative: 

Daniel Przychodzki 

Newsletter Editor & NSW Representative: Aaron Hargraves 

Web Master: Jared Tan 

Ordinary Members: Andrew O’Brien 

Ken Hall 

Peter Daly 

Sahan Wijayaratna 

Nirosha Kariyawasam 

Sara Moridpour 

David Rolland 

Trent Ekanayake 

http://ite.org.au/exec_board
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The Program 

The 2016 program of events was comprehensive and attracted attendances averaging around 70 to 80. 

 60 Years of Road Safety Successes & Failures – Emeritus Prof Jack McLean – 9 Feb 

 2016 Annual Breakfast Meeting – speaker the Honourable Jacinta Allan, the Minister for Public 
Transport, Minister for Employment and Leader of the House in the Legislative Assembly - 10 Feb 

 Keeping Cities Moving – Rose McArthur, Mott MacDonald – 21 Mar 

 Working in Asia – Meg Holmberg, VicRoads, David Singleton, Maurice Burley, Sam Linke, Jacobs - 12 
May 

 Age-Friendly Transport - Tricia Williams, Elegant Solutions,  Duane Burtt, Victoria Walks, Jennie 
Oxley, MUARC, David Williamson, Safe System Solutions – 16 June 

 PPPs Public Value in Uncertain Times – Prof Colin Duffield, Univ Melb, Prof Graeme Hodge, Monash 
Uni – 20 Sep 

 Careers in Transport – Shelley Cao, Emily Coldbeck & Wilson Ma, DEDTJR, Trent Ekanayake, Arup, 
Chris Lai City of Greater Dandenong, Jessie Ellis, Level Crossing Removal Authority – 14  Oct 

 Transport Planning for Ballarat – Terry Demeo, Ballarat City Council, Sam Brown, VicRoads,  Jim 
Carden, Western Distributor Authority – 10 Nov 

 President’s Dinner – Michel Masson, Infrastructure Victoria - 15 Nov 
 

Nirosha has been making audio/video recordings of presentations and placing them on our website. So if you 

missed a seminar and would like to find out what transpired, thanks to Nirosha you can now do that. If you 

want to find out more, go to: www.ite.org.au . 

Advocacy 

In 2013 we prepared a position paper on Motor Vehicle Window Tinting which argued that there is long-

standing and increasing evidence that window tinting has a detrimental effect on road safety. I met with the 

Minister for Roads and Road Safety and his advisor in February last year and while I felt the Minister 

understood our position he gave no commitment to do anything in particular.  You can see our position 

paper at: http://ite.org.au/public/editor_images/Vehicle%20Window%20Tinting%20-

%20ITEANZ%20Position%20Aug%2014.pdf 

In April we made a submission to the National Transport Commission on window tinting. Whilst it is not clear 

where this matter lies now various newspaper reports indicate that the window tinting industry is winning 

the battle. 

At the above meeting with the Minister we also discussed a statement about the Uncrashable Car which we 

gave him in December 2015. Again he listened intently but made no commitments. You can see our 

statement at http://www.ite.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Towards-the-Uncrashable-Car.pdf This 

statement has also been submitted to a VicRoads inquiry into autonomous vehicles. 

In May I attended a meeting between VicRoads staff and a number of bicycle lobbyists. We discussed the 

proposal for a minimum passing distance, window tinting, speed limits and cyclist safety in general. Again 

the meeting was amicable enough but no commitments came from VicRoads to do anything specifically for 

cycling safety. I think it is most unfortunate that later in the year VicRoads argued against a minimum 

passing distance at the Parliamentary Road Safety Inquiry. Despite that position taken by VicRoads, the 

parliamentary Committee recommended that minimum passing distances should be adopted. Refer: 

http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/eic/inquiries/article/2948  

If there are any other topics that you would like the ITEANZ to speak out on, please let us know. 

http://www.ite.org.au/
http://ite.org.au/public/editor_images/Vehicle%20Window%20Tinting%20-%20ITEANZ%20Position%20Aug%2014.pdf
http://ite.org.au/public/editor_images/Vehicle%20Window%20Tinting%20-%20ITEANZ%20Position%20Aug%2014.pdf
http://www.ite.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Towards-the-Uncrashable-Car.pdf
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/eic/inquiries/article/2948
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Working with EATP & AITPM 

The Transport Planning for Ballarat forum was our third joint event with Transport Australia Society 

(formerly Engineers Aust Transport Panel) and AITPM. This was very well attended and another successful 

event. 

We are also building on this relationship by attending each other’s end-of-year functions. 

This year we intend to hold another regional forum. 

Working with Monash Uni 

On behalf of ITEANZ I was invited by the Institute of Transport Studies at Monash Uni to sit on the Advisory 

Committee for the revision of the text “Traffic Engineering and Management”. The revision is well under way 

and this year Monash Uni proposes to hold a number of informative seminars around the new publications 

and the ITEANZ will probably have a role in facilitating these seminars. 

 

Awards  

The recipients of Awards for 2016 were: 

 Contribution to ITE  - Daniel Przychodzki 

 Contribution to the Transportation Profession – Emeritus Prof Mary Sheehan 

 Emerging Transport Professional – John Richardson 

 Sustainable Transport – Travel Choices, TfNSW 

 Student Paper –  Navreet Virdi 

 Postgraduate - Kasun Wijayaratna  

 Award for Excellence – Aaron Hargraves 
Thanks go to the selection panels for their good work. 

 

Our Sponsors 

 
 

 
 

 

 
RACV is Event Partner for our annual Breakfast Meeting.  

SIDRA SOLUTIONS sponsor the Postgraduate Award.  

GHD sponsor the Student Award. SMEC, ARUP and OBT are corporate sponsors. 

Austraffic have just agreed to a level of sponsorship that is above our advertised offer. We intend to call it 

Platinum level sponsorship.  
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Students & Academia  

Richard and Shelley continue to run careers seminars for students. Student Chapters are rather ephemeral 

because it is senior students who set them up but they graduate and leave before any permanency can be 

established. So the future focus will be on the careers seminars. 

Communications  

Aaron has continued to produce an excellent Newsletter. He has really modernised the online method of 

presentation of the newsletter items.  Aaron, Sahan and Jared have been providing very interesting snippets 

of news from around the states. Jared and David are keeping the Website up to date. District 8 Director Don 

has been doing a great job building bridges across the ditch and to North America.  

Strategic Planning 

We have a strategic plan which is guiding our direction due to the vigilance of Ken. 

Andrew O’Brien 

After nearly 40 years of service to the ITE Andrew O’Brien has decided to make a break. He is not nominating 

for the next ITEANZ Executive Board. 

 

We can’t let him move on without acknowledging his extraordinary contribution to the ITE and to the 

transport profession in general. 

Andrew joined the ITE Executive in 1978. 

Andrew soon became involved with a number of ITE technical/standards committees in the US which 

develop policy and practice. From 1990, almost every year he attended the mid-year Conference in the US 

and the Annual ITE Meeting.  He soon built up a large network of contacts in the US.  His NZ work originated 

from a meeting with Roger Dunn and one of his colleagues at the 1993 Annual Meeting in The Hague.   

His contribution in the professional debate internationally has been critical on design/operation of 

roundabouts, metering, infrastructure safety, etc.  He's brought areas of practice where Australia is/was 

world best to practitioners and agencies in North America and more widely.  He was and still is a member of 

a number of ITE technical/standards committees which formed policy and practice on these and other areas. 

In 1985, he and Emmerson Richardson authored an Annual Meeting paper on roundabouts – the first 

published by ITE.  He was subsequently engaged on the design of the first ‘modern roundabout’ in the US at 

Long Beach.  He became an ‘invited international member’ of the TRB’s Roundabout Task Force, and then 

the Roundabout Committee in the mid-2000’s. 

Andrew was elected President of ITEANZ 1987-88 and continued to raise the profile of the Australian & New 

Zealand (ANZ) Section both nationally and internationally.  He was elected as the District 8 director on the 

International Board of Direction for a 3-year term in 1996.  The electorate was about 90 countries outside of 

the US and Canada. His wife, Trish, was not overly impressed with the electioneering phone bill during those 

years.   

Moreover, he won a great deal of respect for encouraging the ITE to take a truly global perspective beyond 

North America.  He had considerable influence as a change agent in this regard.  Andrew played a major role 

in convincing ITE to come to the other side of the world for the ITE Annual Meeting and Exhibit in 2005. It 

was a long campaign which started in the 1980s. This was and still is, the only time this meeting has been 
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held outside of North America. A lot of effort went into attracting and in some cases, sponsoring 

international experts to Australia for professional forums.  A number of policy manuals and the ITE Journal 

started to acknowledge practice and news beyond North America. 

 

He had an impact administratively also, building the District profile, introducing lower cost / more relevant 

memberships and better connecting our section to ITE HQ.  The results of this were epitomised in the ITE 

Study Tour of ANZ of two years ago. Andrew gradually became the elder who looked after ITEANZ. He has 

been a wonderful mentor and role model to many people in ITE. 

In 2005 he received the Award for Outstanding Service to ITEANZ. 

In 2007 he was made an Honorary Member of the ITE. 

Andrew not only contributed personally, but often committed his business and personnel to the ITE cause. 

Many, if not the majority of his staff have been directly involved in ITE matters and Board membership as 

well as in other supportive roles. Many of his staff attended ITE meetings in the US.  

For a small business this is a pretty big financial commitment, though Andrew would probably say that the 

business and staff benefitted from that investment. 

Andrew is one of the key reasons why the ITEANZ has managed to survive over the years. ITEANZ is a 

relatively small organisation in ANZ (compared to EA or AITPM) and relies totally on volunteers giving their 

time and resources. These resources fluctuate and 15 years ago reached a rather low ebb. Andrew threw 

more of his own resources (including his own son and daughter-in-law who worked for him). Then he looked 

about for new recruits and cleverly found a recent retiree who had time to spare and ITEANZ has now made 

a resurgence.  

To sum up, Andrew joined in 1976 and became very active and threw himself and later his firm’s resources 

into making ITEANZ very successful. He became involved both locally and internationally. 

He is very highly respected widely both professionally and personally within the ITE family and the traffic and 

transport arena in general. 

Ted Barton who, along with Bert Beukers (Netherlands) are the only other Honorary ITE Members outside 

North America said “In my opinion his contribution is absolutely unmatched by anyone prior to or since his 

term as a Board Member/President of the ANZ Section”. 

Looking Ahead 

For the year ahead a few of the themes that I would like us to focus on are:  

 Continue to strengthen links with ITE in North America, 

 Watch for opportunities to strengthen links with Asia, 

 Continue to look for ways to promote gender diversity, and 

 Continue to speak out on issues important to our profession. 
 

Nick Szwed 

27 February 2015 


